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ON THE RELATION BETWEEN CONNECTION AND SPRAYS
by
Ieke MOERDIJK and Gonzalo E. REYES
A well-known (and simple) result of linear algebra
asserts that any bilinear symmetric form RnxRn ~ Rn is com-
pletely determined by its values on the diagonal: letting
a(t) = o(t,t) be the quadratic form associated to 0, we
may recover the original form 0 simoly as the polar form
of a, i.e. O(t1,tZ) = ~(a(t1+tZ)-o(t1)-a(tZ)).
This result has been "lifted" to differential geometry
in Ambrose, Palais, Singer (1960), by showing the existence
of a natural bijection between symmetric affine connections
(which play the role of bilinear symmetric forms) and sprays
(which play the role of quadratic forms) on a smooth finite-
dimensional manifold. To state this result in a precise way.
let us recall some of the standard terminology and notation.
Let T(M) ~ M be the tangent burtdl:e of M. It has a
canonical vector bundle structure over M with fiber Rm,
where m dim(M). 'The second tangent space TZ (M) = T(T(M))
has two vector bundle structuresover TeM). given by T(1TM)
and 1TT(M) respectively. SimilarlY, the fibered product
TeM) M TeM) again has two different vector bundle structures
over T(M), given by the canonical projections P1 and PZ·
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T(M) MT(tvl)~T(M)
An affine connection on M is a map
T(M) M T(M) ~ TZ(M)
of vector bundles over T(M) with respect to both structures
(i.e. V is a smooth map such that TITMOV = p" T(TIM)oV = PZ'
and V is linear with respect to both structures). Writing
L::TZ(M) + TZ(M) for the symmetry (or twist) m~p, we call V
symmetrio if for all (t"tZ) E T(M) ~ T(M), Vet, ,tz) =
qV(tz,t,)).
The importance of connections in differential geometry,
mechanics, relativity theory, etc. is well-established, and
it is unnecessary to elaborate this here. Is should be point-
ed out, however, that for many purposes (such as covariant
differentiation, geodesics, ...) the simpler notion of a
spray (french: gerbe) suffices. Furthermore, sprays appear
quite naturally in these domains, for instance in the theory'
of dinamical systems in situations where kinetic energy and
field of forces are homogeneous of the same degree (cf. God-
Lillon ('969)). A spray on a manifold M is a smooth map
which is symmetric section of T(1fM) (i.e. LOa = 0, and
T(TIM)oo = id, or equivalently TIT(M)oo = id), which is homo-
geneous in the sense that
o(a·t) a'(a8o(t)) (a e::: JR, t E T(M))
where on the right-hand side, • refers to the TIT(M)-vector
bundle structure and e to the T~M)-one (cf. e.g. Lang('97Z)~
Notice that a sp ray is a particular case os a second-
order differential equation (i.e. of a symmetric vector
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field T(~l)+ T(T(M)), which suggests the interest of this no-
tion in mechanics.
We can now formulate the result of Ambrose. Palais,
and Singer.
THEOREM. (Ambrose, Palais, Singer (1960)). Le~ M be a
6moo~h 6ini~e dimen6ional mani6old. TheAe i6 a na~uAal bi-
jee~ion be~ween 6ymme~Aie a66ine eonnee~ion6
T(M) M T(M) ~ T2(M)
and 6pAay6 T(M) ~ T2(M) given by aCt) = V(t,t).
The aim of this paper is to generalize this theorem
beyond the case of smooth finite-dimensional manifolds, for
example to manifolds with singularities (such as arbitrary
fibered products of manifolds), and spaces of smooth func-
tions. Let us explicitly formulate the latter case here.
Let M and N be smooth manifolds, and let Coo(M,N) be the
space of smooth functions from M to N. The natural way of
defining the tangent space is as TCoo(M,N) =defCOO(M,TN) ,
with the canonical projection TICoo(M,N)= (TIN)*:Coo(M,TN)+
Coo(M,N) induced by TINvia composition. This gives a "vector
bundle" over COO(M,N-).One may then define (symmetric) af-
fine connections and sprays on Coo(M,N) as smooth maps (in
the appropriate sense to be explained in section 3):
00 x 00 V 00 2 .C (M,TN) Coo(M,N)C (M,YN) ~ C (M,T N), respect1vely
Coo(M,TN) + Coo(M,T2N). In section 3, we will explain this is
detail. and prove,
THEOREM. ("Ambrose-Palais-Singer for function spaces")
Let M and N be 6moo~h maninold6. TheAe i6 a (natuAalJ bijee-
~ion between l>ymme'tAic.c.onnec.tion6 V on Coo(M,n) and l>pAayl>
a on COO(M,N), given by a(f) = V(f,f) 60A f ~ Coo(M,TN).
As will be pointed out, this theorem is more general
than the preceding one, not every (symmetric) affine conec-
tion on Coo(M,N) comes from one on N via composition.
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The original proof of Ambrose, Palais, Singer (1960)
proceeds by locally integration the spray (considered as a
second-order differential equation), and the proof cannot
simply be generalized to the case of spaces Coo(M,N) of
smooth functions. Instead, we will proceed by adapting the
functorial approach to algebraic schemes (as in SGA 3, De-
mazure (1970), Demazure & Gabriel (1970)) to differential
geometry, much in the spirit of Ehresmann and Weil. We
hasten to point out, however, that the reader is not assumed
to be familiar with the theory of schemes (as developed in
the references just mentioned). But for those readers to
whom this material is known, we mention here that our meth-
od also gives the following result.
THEOREM. ("Ambrose-Palais-Singer in algebraic geom-
etry") Let X be a s eh eme: (ovelt a 6ietd k l . Thelte. is a nat-
ultai bijec.tion between -6ymmetltic. a66ine c.onnec.tion-6
T(X) ~ T(X) ~ T2(X) = T(T(X)) and -6pltaY-6T(X) ~ T2(X),
given by a = VOQ whelte T(X) ~ T(X) ~ T(X) i-6 the diago-
nal.
Furthermore, our method yields a corresponding result
for schemes over an arbitrary base scheme, as well as one
for spaces Hom(X,Y) of morphisms from one scheme to another.
§l. Microlinear spaces.
As said in the introduction, algebraic schemes over a
field k (or over a fixed base scheme S) can be considered
as set-valued functors on a category of k-algebras. We will
here follow a similar road, but starting from a more gener-
al setting so as to include both algebraic schemes and
Coo-manifolds.
1.1 M-functors. Let k be a field, and let ~ be a subcate-
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gory of the category of k-algebras For ABE A Hom (A B). , , 'fA'
denotes the set of morphisms in A, or A-homomorphisms, from
A to B. fA need not be a full subcategory, i.e. HomlA(A,B)may
be a proper subset of the set Homk(A,B) of all k-algebra
maps A + B. We will assume that A has the following proper-
tie:
(Al) fA has binary coproducts.
For A,B EA, we write ARB for their coproduct in the
category A. This need not be the same as the coproduct A ~ B
in the category of all k-algebras. We will impose some more
condi tions on IA as we proceed. But for concreteness, the read-
er may just think of fA. as being the category of all finitely
generated k-algebras. (Later on, we will consider examples
where]A consists of rings of smooth function on manifolds,
see section 3).
An /A-functor is a set-valued functor fA. ~ Sets. A mor-
phism of A-functors is of course a natural transformation.
So if X,Y:/A+ Sets are two A-functors, a morphism T:X + Y
consists of a collection of functions TA:X(A) + YeA), A run-
ning over the obiects of 'lA, such that for every A-homomor-
phism A ~ B we have TBoX(h) = Y(h)oTA' If X and Yare A-func-
tors, we write lA(X,Y) for the set of morphisms from X to Y.
An important class of A-functors are the representable
ones, i.e. /A-functors of the form
A = HomA(A,-):A + Sets.
Note that A(A,X) ~ X(A), A(A,B) ~ HomA(B,A).
Another A-functor which plays a central role is the
underlying set functor, which we denote by R,
R:A + Sets, ~(A) = IAI = the underlying set of A.
Since each A E~ is a k-algebra, it is clear that R is a k-
algebra object in the category of /A-functors, with "point-
wise" operation (i.e. for example addition +:RxR + R is the
morphism given by taking +A:RCA)xRCA) + RCA) to be the ad-
dition of A. RxR is the product, see 1.3(a) below). R need
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not be representable, but if A has a free object on one gene-
rator, this object will represent R. So R = k1iT in the case
where A is the category of initely generated k-algebras. (A
may have a free object on one generator different from k[x],
as in the case of rings of smooth functions considered in
section 3).
For the particular case where A consists of all fin-
itely generated k-algebras, every scheme (X,OX) ofhnite
type corresponds to an A-functor s(X):A + Sets defined by
s eX) (A) morphisms Spec(A) + X.
So s(Spec A) = A. This gives a full and faithful embedding
of the schemes (of finite type) into the category of ~-func-
tors. (The finite type assumption can be eliminated by choos-
ing for fA a sui table category of "models"). All this is ex-
tensively discllssed in e.g. Demazure & Gabriel (1970).
1.2 Weil algebras. These are k-algebras of the form
W = k [ x 1 ' • • • , xn] I I
where I ~ MP+l for some natural number p. and M
is the maximal ideal. We will assume
(A2) fA contains all the Weil algebras, and all the k-al-
gebra maps of Weil algebras; and for each Weil algebra
Wand each A EA, A 0 W ~ A 0 W.
IA k
So coproducts in A are the same as coproducts of k-algebras
if one of the factors is a Weil algebra. Weil algebras of
the form k[x1, ...xn]/MP+
1 will occur very often in this paper,
and it is useful to introduce some notation: we will write
- [ ] I p+ 1Jp (n) - k xl' ... ,xn M ,
and delete n when n = 1, i.e. Jp = k[x]/(xP+1).
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1.3 Some standard constructions of A-functors.
(a) If X, Y are ~-functors, the product XxY is simply the
U\-functor defined by taking "pointwise" the product of Sets:
XXY(A) = X(A)xY(A).
Similarly, if X ~ Z r Yare morphisms of A-functors, the
fibered product X Z Y is the U\-functor given by
X x Y (A) = X (A) x Y (A)
Z ZeAl
{(X,y) E: X(A)xY(A) luA(x) = 'A(y)}
More generally, the inverse limit lim X. of any system (X;);
+- ~ ~ ~
of A-functors can be constructed in this way:
(l~ Xi) (A) = l~ Xi (A).
X(b) If X and Yare #I.-functors,the function space Y of U\-
morphisms X ~ Y is the A-functor defined by
For any U\-functor Z, there is a canonical isomorphism
In particular, evaluating this isomorphism at A
(A2)) we get
k E U\ (by
A(Z,YX) 0: A(ZxX,Y). (1)
(e) Let X be an A-functor. The tangent bundle of X is defined
to be the func tion space XJ1 ,
- ::l(;-:
T(X) = XJl = X [£] (2)
where k[£] is the ring of dual numbers. So for A E!A, T(X)(A)
= X(A[£]) where A[£] = A ~ k[£] E ~ by (A2). There is a cano-
nical base-point pro j.ect ion
T(X)
induced by the A-algebra map A[£] ~ A, 0A(£) = 0, i.e.
(nX)A = X(OA):T(X)(A) = X(A[£]) ~ X(A), for A E A; and a
zero-section
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x ~ T(X)
iAinduced by the A-algebra map A ~A[£], i.e.
aThis construction is obviously functorial: a morphism X + Y
of A-functors induces a morphism
with TIyoda = aOTIX' and daoOX = OyOa. Furthermore, T commu~es
with fibered products:
(and more generally with all inverse limits).
(d) As a generalization of the tangent bundle of an A-func-
tor, we can define the jet bundle (a la Ehresmann) of an A-
functor, simply by replacing J1 by Jp(n). For an ~-functor
X, we let
In(X) = /p(n)
p
so J~(X)(A) = X(A ~ JpCn)), and as in (~) before there is a'
canonical base point projection In(X) ~ X induced by
A ~ J (n) ~ A, and a zero-sectlon X ~ In(X) inducedR p. P
by A ~ A ~ Jp(n), and all this is again functorial in.X.
More generally, for any Weil algebra W, the canonical
k-algebra projection W + k induces a morphism
for any ~-functor X, called the W-prolongation of X. (For
the case of manifolds, these prolongations were defined in
Weil (1953), see 3.2 below).
Lit Inverse limits in/A. Finite inverse limits need not exist
in~. However, if (Ai)i is a finite diagram of algebras in
~, we can compute the inverse limit in the category of k-al-
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gebras (this is just the inverse limit of the underling sets1
A = l~ Ai. We will assume that if A is an object of A, then
it is the inverse limit of the A. in the category A. In
1
technical terms (cf. MacLane (1971)),
(A3) The inclusion functor ~~ k-algebras reflects
finite inverse limits.
1.5 Hicrolinear spaces. The category of A-functors is really
too large to do geometry in. Accordingly, we will now re-
strict our attention to the class of microlinear spaces.
Intuitively, these are ~-functors X which behave as if they
had local coordinates, at least with respect to maps of the
form W ~ X, where W is a Weil algebra:
DEFINITION. A micro linear space (or more explicity,
microlinear A-space) is an A-functor X such that for any
f in it e inverse limit diagram of Weil algebras {W ~ Xi}i£I'
W = ] im j W., the induced diagram of function spaces
- -- 1 - -
{XW ~ XWi}iE:r is an inverse limit ofJA-functors: XW=~r XWi.
For example, the diagram
( 1)
is an inverse limit (a fibered product) of Weil algebras
(where J1 = k[£L J1[Z] = k[£1'£Z], with £Z = £; = £~ =
£1£Z = 0, and P1(£1) = e = PZ(£Z)' P1(£Z) = 0 = PZ(£1))'
So if X is microlinear, we have a fibered product of func-
tion spaces corresponding to (1), i.e.
J 1 (Z)T(X) x T(X) = X ,
X
(Z)
which is essentially what is needed to define addition of
tangent vectors as a morphism T(X) ~ T(X) :i T(X). (Z) is a
special case of "condition (E)" considered in Demazure (1970);
see also Mumford (1966), p.Z6. Any microlinear space satis-
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fies condition (E), but microlinearity is strictly stronger.
Some more inverse limits of Weil algebras like (1) above are
listed in the next section, see 2.1.
There is a plentiful supply of microlinear spaces:
1.6. PROPOSITION. (a) Le..:t(X.). J be. a» altbi.:tltalty dLa-
J J€"
gltam 06 mieltoline.alt 6paee.6. The.» l~ Xj i6 agai» mielto-
line.alt.
(b) 16 X i6 a mieltoline.alt 6paee, .:the» 60 i6 xY 601t any~-
6une.:tolt Y.
(c) The. u»de.ltlyi»g 6e..:t6u»e.:tolt R i6 a mieltoli»e.alt 6paee..
(d) Fait e.velty B c A, che. lte.plte6 e.».:table /A- 6u»c..:tOIt B i6 a mic.lto-
line.alt 6pac.e..
Proof. (a) and (b) are simple general properties of in-
verse limits. For (c), let {W ~ W.} be a finite diagram
1
of Weil algebras, W = lim W .. Then for each A E~,.............1
{A ~ W + A ~ W.}. I is also an inverse limit of k-algebras,R R 1 lE -
and hence an inverse limit in A, by (AZ) and (A3): But RW(A)=
A ~ W = A R W, and similarly for RWi(A), so (c) follows. The
proof of (d) makes a similar use of (AZ) and (A3), since for
-0any Weil algebra W, B ;;; HOffi/A(B,W @ -). A
It is easy to see that in the case of ~ = all finitely
generated k-algebras,the A-functor seX) corresponding to a
scheme X is a microlinear space (cf. the example al the end
of 1.1).
1.7 R-module structure. (a) Let E £ X be a morphism of micro-
linear spaces. An R-module structure on E £ X is given by
+ • 0morphisms EX E + E, RxE + E, and X + E over X which make the
appropriate diagrams (expressing that these maps constitute
an R-module structure on the fibres) commute. Equivalently,
for each algebra A cIA we have maps +A:E(A)XCA)E(A) + E(A),
°A:AxE(A) + E(A) and 0A:X(A) + E(A) over X(A) which give the
fibers of PA:E(A) + X(A) an A-module structure, and this
structure is natural in A (e.g. for· this means that for
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fany A-homomorphism A + B the square
"AAXE(A) ----,. E(A)
l£'E(£) JEer)
"BBxE(B) -~~~) E(B)
commutes, etc.).
If E ~ X and F ~ X both have such an R-module struc-
ture, a map Ft E over X (i.e. p~ = q) is R-linear if for
each A ~A, ~A:F(A) + E(A) induces A-linear maps on the
fOb -1 ~Ax -11 res: qA (x) ~PA (x), for x e=X(A).
(b) If E £ X has an R-module structure, and Y!X is
a morphism of microlinear spaces, we obtain an obvious R-
module structure on E X Y + Y, called the induced R-module
structure. If E £ X and F ~ Y both have an R-module struc-
ture, an R-linear map from p to q is a pair (~,f) with
F t E, Y ! X, p~ = fq, such that the map F (p,q). E x Y is anX
R-linear map from F g. Y to E x Y + Y equipped with the in-Xduced structure.
TIX(c) PROPOSITION. I6 X if, mic.ltoLinealt, .then TX - X
haf, a canonical R-module f,.tltuc.tulte,whic.h if, na.tultal in X,
in .the f,enf,e.that 60lt Y !X, the pailt (Y ! X, TY ~ TX) .if,
an R-linealt map 6ltom TIy .to TIx.
Proof. This result can already be found in Demazure
(1970). with "condition (E)" instead of microlinearity, but
for the convenience of the reader, we outline the proof.
The structure is defined as follows. The zero section x!l IX
has already been desc~ibed: X(A) ~X(A[e:]) = T(X) (A) is
simply X(iA) with "A~ A[e:] being the canonical A-algebra
map. Multiplication .A:AxT(X) (A) + T(X) (A) is the function
AxX(A[e:]) + X(A[e:]), (a,x) I--+- X(l1a)(x),
where l1a:A[e:]+ A[e:] is the A-algebra map given by l1a(e:)< ae,
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It is for the definition of +A that we use microlinearity:
if X is microlinar, the fibered product (1) in '.5 gives for
each A ~ fA. a fibered product of Sets
X(A Q J, (2)) X(AQp,) ~ X(AQJ1)
jXCAOP2l
I
(n X)A
1(n xl A
X (A S J 1) ~ X(A)
let o:J,(2) = k[E1,E2] + k[E] = J, be the k-algebra-map
given by o(Ei) = E. Then +A:X(A[E]) x X(A[EJ) + X(A[E]) isXeA)defined by
where <t"t2> €: X(AeJ,(2)) is the unique element with
X(A e Pi) «t1 ,t2» = ti. It is routine to check that this
indeed defines an R-module structure which is natural in X,
as stated in the proposition (the fact that (f,df) is R-
linear is an easy consequence of naturality).
(d) REMARK. If E R X is equipped with an R-module
structure, then we obtain an R-module structure on the mor-
phism EY ~ XY for each fA-functor Y in the obvious way_ (For
ex~mple, addition +:EYXYEY + EY is the morphism
EY xY EY := (EXE)Y (+)Y)r EY, where + is the addition of the
given R-module structure on p.
1.8 Vector bundles. (a) Let E ~ X be a morphism of micro-
linear spaces. The fiber tangent bundZe (or "vertical tan-
gent bundle") is defined as the fibered product TX(E) =
XT(x) T (E)
-----+0' T(E)
IdP
__ 0__ • T(X)X
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So TX(E)(A) = {t E: E(A[E]) I dPA(t) = O} (recall that
O.can be unwound as PA[E](t) = XCi 00 )(p [](t»)1A 0 A A A E 'A ---+ A[E] and A[E] ~ A as before).
dPA(t)
with
(b) If E £ X as in (a) is equipped with an R-module
structure, this gives an associated R-module structure on
T(E) ~ T(X) by remark 1.7(d) (since T(X) = XJ1), and hence
we obtain an induced R-module structure on TXCE) ~ X by
1.7 (b). Explicitly, the R-module structure on TX(E) ~ X
can be described as follows:
(i) the zero section O:T(X) -+ TX(E) c T(E) is the composite
X !l E OE, T (E) .
(ii) the multiplication RxTXCE) + TXCE) is given by the
components
where on the right-hand side, 'A[E] refers to the multipli-
cation of p, RxE-+ E, evaluated at A[E] c~.
(iii) Similarly, the addition TX(E)xTX(E) ~ TXCE) is given
by the components
where again, on the right-hand side +A[E] refers to the ad-
dition EX E of p evaluated at A[E] ~ A (this makes sense
since TX(E) (A)X(A)TX(E) (A) c (EXE)(A[E]».
(e) DEFINITION. Let E J? X be a morphism of microlinear
spaces equipped with an R-module structure, as above. E g X
is called a vector bundle if the canonical map EXE ~ TX(E)
is an isomorphism, where a is defined by components
with + and· referring to the R-module structure on E ~ X,
i.e. the A[£]-module stru~ture on the fibers of
E(A[E]) + X(AIEI), and A ~A[El as before. Note that a is bi-
linear (i.e. each aA is A-bilinear).
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1.9 LEMMA. Le~ E g X be a veeto~ bundle a~ in (c) a-
bove.
(i) Fo~ any mo~phi~m 06 mie~olinea~ ~paee~ Y ~ X, the in-
dueed ct~uetu~e ('.7(b)) on E~Y ~ Y ic again a veeto~ bun-
dle.
(ii) Fo~ any &-6uneto~ Y, the eo~~ecponding ~t~uetu~e on
EY ~ XY ('.7(d)) i¢ again a vecto~ bundle.
Proof. Straightforward verification.
1.10 PROPOSITION. Let X be a mic~olinea~ ~paee. Then
T(X) ~X equipped with the canonieal R-bundle ct~uetu~e 06
1.7(c) ic a vecto~ bundle.
Proof. Write A0J,@J, = A[E:"E:Z], and qi for the
A[E:i)-algebra map qi = 0A[E:iJ:A[E:,,E:Z] ~ A[E:i]· So for the
case where E = T(X), the fiber tangent bundle of 1.8(a) is
the A-functor
and the map a has components
where iA[E:,]:A[E:1]<--+ A[E:,,E:z], and + and, refer to the
A[E:Z)-module structure of T(X) (ALE:Z]) = X(A[E:"E:Z])' Now
given s E TXT(X) (A) as in (1) above, we claim that there are
unique t1,tZ c T(X) (A) with (TIX)A(t,) = (TIX)A(tZ) such that
s = aA(t"tZ)' Clearly for t, we have to take
To define tz, we use microlinearity of X. Observe that
m r,k[E:1]-4 k[£,]@k[E:Z]==: k[E:,)3 k[£Z]rZ (Z)
is an inverse limit of Weil algebras, where m(E:1)
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(
is an equalizer, and since clearly X(A@r,)(s-a(t"OD =
X(A@rZ)(s-a(t"O)) (where s-a(t1,0) is given by the A[£ZJ-
module structure of T(X)(A[£l]) = X(A[£l'£Z])), there is a unique
tz e::T(X)(A) with X(A@m)(tZ)+a(t"O) = s. But by definition
of a, we have aA(t, ,tZ) = X(A@m)(tZ)+a(t"O), thus proving
the proposition. A
Working with vector bundles, r~ther than just R-module
structures, greatly simplifies the computations in the next
section, by the following result.
1.11 PROPOSITION. Let E g. X aY!d F ~ X be vec.tolL bu.Y!citu
ovelL X, and let E !F be a mOlLph{~m w{th qf p. TheY! f {~
R-l{Y!ealL {66 f {~ R-homogeneou.~.
Proof. Suppose f is R-homogeneous, i.e. for each A e::~
we have fA(a'e) = a.fA(e) for all a e::~, e E E(A). To see
that f must be additive, take A e:: A and e1,eZ e:: E(A), and
let u = fMJ, (2) (£, • E(i )( e 1) +e Z• E( i )( e Z)), v = e 1 •.
1.
fMU,(Z)(E(i)(e,))+£z'fA@Jl(Z)(E(i)(ez)), where A'--+ A@J,(2)
A[£l'£Z]' By (1) of 1.5, we have a fibered product
But by homogeneity, F(A@Pi)(u) = F(A@Pi)(v) for i = ',Z,
and therefore u = v. Thus also F(~)(u) = F(~)(v) where
\1:A[£,,£Z] ... A[£l'€z], \1(£,) = \1(£Z) = £Z· But by homogeneity
of f, w i t h a as in 1.8(c), F(~) (u) = a(O,F(iA)fA(e,+eZ)),
(where A~A[£,J) while by definition F(~)(v) =
a(O,F(iA)(fA(e,)+fA(eZ))' Since a is an isomorphism ('.8(c)),
we conclude that fA(e"eZ) = fA(e,)+fA(eZ)'
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§2. Connections and sprays on microlinear spaces.
The object of this section is to prove a generalization
of the theorem of Ambrose, Palais, and Singer (1960) on the
correspondence between affine connections and sprays, which
applies to any microlinear space over a given category A of
k-algebras satisfying the axioms (Al)-(A3) of the previous
section. Before going into this, however, we list some in~~
verse limits of Weil algebras that we will need in the course
of the proof. (Some of these inverse limits also appear in
Koch (1983)). At the end of this section, the special case
of connections and sprays on algebraic schemes will be spel-
led out.
2.1 Some Inverse lImits of Well algebras. Microlinearity will
be applied to the following inverse limits of Weil algebras.
(i) and (ii) have already occurred in the previous section.
The proofs that these diagrams are indeed inverse limits are
completely straightforward, and omitted.
(i) P1----.:.-=---, J 1
I
----~ k
If we write J1(2) = k[n1,n2], J1 = k[E], then Pi(ni) e,
P1(n2) = 0 = P2(n1) (this is diagram (1) in 1.5).
writing J1 = k[£], J1 8J1 = k[£1'£2J, mf e) = £1'£2'
ri(£i) = £i' r,(£2) = 0 = r2(£1) (this is (2) in the proof
of 1.10).
(iii) J 2 ~ J 1 ~ J 1 iTd~J 1 8 J 1 '
writing J2 = k[o], J1 8J1 as in (ii), sen) T is the
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with s as in (iii), q, and q2 the projections, qi(Ei) E,
q,(E2) = 0 Q2(E,).
m J29m(v) JZ(Z) --->,. J2 8J2(2) -=---- J2 8J2(2) 8J2 'iii0J2
writing J2(2) = k[o,,8Z], J2 as in (iv), m(oi)
m J ,9m ,(vi) J, -- J, 8 J, ~ J, 8 J, 8 J, ,
m~U,
notation as in (ii).
m J,~m(vii) J,(2) -- J,8J,(2) ~J,8J,(2) 8J, ,
m@J ,
J,(2), J, as in (i), m(ni) = E"ni'
J2(2) ~ J,(2) 8J,(2) --.!..... J,(2) 8J,(2),1d
writing J2(2) as in (v), and J,(2) = k[A"A2] '"k[1l,,1l2],
J,(2) 8J,(2) = k[A"A2,1l1'1l2]' s is given by s(oi) = Ai+lli;
T is the twist-map.
(viii)
2.2 Affine connections. (a) Let X be a microlinear space.
The iterated tangent bundle T(TX) has two vector bundle
structures over TX. Namely the usual tangent bundle
T(TX) ~T(X) of proposition 1.'0, and the vector bundle
structure given by '.9(ii), i.e. obtained from the tang~nt
bundle structure T(X) ~ X by ~aking functions spaces:
T(TX) T(1TX). T(X) = T(X/i (11"x)J,. Xi,.
(b) T(X) X T(X) also has two vector bundle structures
over T(X), both induced from the tangent bundle structure'
·IT(1.9(i)): T(X) X T(X) ~ T(X) can be given the induced structure
obtained by taking the fibered product along T(X) lT2X, and
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TT2T(X) ~ .T{X] --+ T(X) can be given the induced structure ob-
tained from rrx) ~ X.
(e) An affine connection on X is a map
T(X) ~ T(X) ~ T(T(X))
which is a linear (or homogeneous, cf. 1.11) map of vector
bundles for both structures over T(X):
(1)
T(X)~T(X) .3.- T(TX)
(2) "" /TT2~ JTTTX
T(X)
(d) Let T(X) ~ T(X) ...h T(X) X T(X) be the twist-map,
L = (TT2,TT1). There is a similar symmetry map on T(TX), which
we also call E, T(TX) ~ T(TX). Writing T(TX) = (XJ1)Jl =
XJ1~Jl, E is simply induced by the symmetry mapJ1~J1-lJl~U1
~occuring in 2.1(iii)). An affine connection V on X is call-
ed symmetric (or torsion free) if VoE = EoV.
(e) Let us rewrite this is terms of A-functors.
rr x) xT(X) = X(A@J1(2)) (by microlinearity, d. 1.5(2)),
and T(TX)(A) = X(A@J1 e r.): (TTTX)A:X(A@J1 @J1) --+ X(A@J1)
is the map X(A~qJ)' with q1 as in 2.1(iv); and (TTTX)A is
X(A@J1 ~J1) X(A q2))-X(A~J1)' So a symmetric affine con-
nection V has components
inducing A-linear maps on the fibers corresponding to (1)
and (2) in (c) above, and satisfying m~reover X(A@T)OVA =
VAOX(A@T) with J1 ~Jl ~ J1 @J1, J1(2) ~ J1(2) the obvious
twist-maps.
2.3 Sprays. Let X be a microlinear space. The second-order
tangent space T2(X) of X is the microlinear space
2'04
The canonical projection TZ(X) -J:l T(X) has components
(PX)A:TZ(X)(A) = X(A~LTZ) ....X(A@J,), (PX)A = X(A@u),where
JZ ~ J1 is the quotient map (u(o) = £ in the notation of
Z.l). There is an obvious mUltiplicative action on the fibe~
of rrxopx:T~f~) ~ X, RxTZ(X) ~ TZ(X), with components
AXX(A@JZ) ----X(A@JZ), 'A(a,t) = X(lla)(t), where (writing
JZ = k(o] as in Z.') A@JZ ~A~JZ is the A-algebra map
given by lla(O) = a·o.
(b) A spray on X is a homogeneous section of PX' i.e.
a morphism
T(X) ~ TZ(X)
with PXoo = id, which preserves the multiplicative action
(in other words, each component 0A:X(A~J1) ~ X(A@JZ) is
A-homogeneous, 0A(a·t) = a'oA(t)).
(c) Since X is microlinear, a spray on X can equiva-
lently be defined as a homogeneous map
TX .!l T (TX)
which is symmetric, i.e. LOO = 0, and commutes with the two
projections: rrTXoo = id = TrrXoo (this way of defining a
spray is perhaps slightly more common in the literature).
The equivalence follows immediately from the fact that, by
2.1(iii), the following diagram is a fibered product, where
~ is the diagonal
----" T(TX)
I'
(L ,id) ..T(TX)xT(TX)TeTX)
2.4 THEOREM. Le~ X be a mie~oiinea~ ~paee. The~e i~ a
na~u~ai one-~o-one eo~~e~pondenee be~ween ~ymme~~ie a66ine
eonnee~on~ V on X and ~p~ay~ ° on X, given by ~he 60~muia
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whe.lte. t e:T(X)(A), an d JZ ~ J1 ~U1 a.~ -<-Yl Z.l(iii r > (a-<-~
ea.lle.d ~he. ge.ode.~-<-e 4plta.y a.~~oe-<-a.~e.d w-<-~h V).
Proof. We first describe the correspondence.
(a) From connections to sprays: Given V, we define a
as follows. For t E: T(X)(A) = X(A9J1), we note that by def-
inition (with qi as in Z.l(iv)) X(A@q1)(VA<t,t» =
VA(1T1<t,t» \lA(t) = VA(1TZ<t,t» = X(A@qZ)(VA<t,t». But
by Z.l(iv),
X (A 9 s J, X (A 9 J 1 e J 1)
is an equalizer. So there is a unique u c X(A@JZ) w i t h
X(A@s)lu) = \lA<t,t>. We define aA(t) = u for this u. One
easily checks that a satisfies the conditions of L.Z(b).
(Note that we did not use the symmetry of V to define this
spray a).
(b) From sprays to connections: Here, we use the equal-
izer Z.l(v) of Weil algebras. Given a spray a and tangent
vectors t1,tZ e:T(X)(A) with (1TX)A(t1) = (1TX)A(tZ)' consider
01'X(jA)(t1)+oZ'X(jA)(tZ) cT(X)(A9JZ(Z)) = T(X)(A[ol,8Z])'
where JZ(Z) = k[ol'oZ] as in Z.l(v), and jA:AC-+ A@JZ(2).
Write v = aA@Jz(Z)(ol'X(jA)(t1)+oZ'X(jA)(tZ)) e:TZ(Xj(A@JZ(Z))
= X(A@JZ~JZ(2)). Then by homogeneity of a, X(A@J2@m)(v)
= X(A@m9JZ)(v) E:: X(A@JZ@JZ(2) @JZ)' so by microlinearity
of X and Z. 1(v) we obtain a unique r E: X(A e J Z(2)) with
X(A8m)(r) = v. We let VA(t1,tZ) = X(A@q)(r) for this r ,
where Jz(Z).1 J1 @J1 is the canonical quotient map (q(oi) =
Ei in the notation of Z.l(v), 2.1(ii)).
We have to check that V is indeed a symmetric affine
connection on X. Naturality of VA in A follows easily from
the uniqueness of r as given by microlinearity. V commutes
with the projections to T(X): we check the case of diagram
(1) in Z.2(c), that of (Z) being similar. So we need to
check that for t1,tZ e: T(X) (A) as above,
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( 1 )
with q, as in 2.1(iv). But by equalizer 2.1(vi),(1) folIows
from
(2)
and (2) is just a consequence of the homogeneity of 0:
(bynaturalityof Px and 0, and homogeneityof 0 )
£2·T(X) (iA(t,)
X(A~m)(tl)'
The homogeneity (and hence linearity, by 1.1') of V in each
variable, and the symmetry of V as defined from the given 0
are obvious.
(c) These operations are inverse to each other: First,
given a spray 0, (b) and (a) give a new spray cr determined
by the equali t y
(3 )
(~here s an in 2.1(iv)), where VA in (3) is the connection
defined from a as in (b). To show that 0 itself also satis-
fies equation (3), it is clearly sufficient to show
(4)
where r is as in (b) above for the particular case that
t1 = t2 = t, and JZ ! JZ(Z) is given by s(o) = 01+02 nota-
tion as in Z.l(v)), so qos = s for q as .in (b) and 5 as in
2.1(iii)). By definition of r, we thus have to verify the
equation
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X(Nil(mos))(oA(t)) = 0A&J (Z)(X(A3(mos))(t)) e::X(A&JZ@JZ(Z)). (5)
Z
But (5) is immediate from the homogeneity of 0.
The other way round is more complicated. Given a sym-
metric affine connection V, (a) and (b) give a new symmetric
affine connection ~ which is by its definition completely
determined by the equation
(6)
= X(qJ (VA[A,,AZ](A,T(X) (i) (t,)+AZT(X) (i) (tZ) ,A,T(X) (i) (t,)+AZT(X) (i) (tZ)))
where t"tz ~ T(X) (A) is a pair of tangent vectors with
(TIX)A(t,) = (TIX)A(tZ), so VA(t"tZ) e:: X(AeJ, eJ,) =
X(A[£l'£Z], j ~s the inclusion AeJ1eJ,e...-AeJ,eJ1eJZ(z),
. [ ] J [ J <l1. <l2 _ Z_1.e. A £l'£Z ~ A A"AZ'£l'£Z (where Xl AZ - £i - 0 for
i = l,Z, <ll+<lZ = 3), and u is the A-algebra map
A[A1,AZ ,£, '£ZJ ..¥ A[):"XZ '£1 '£ZJ given by u(Ai) = Ai'
u(£i) = (£l+£Z)-):i' and A[):,,):Z'£"£Z] is defined by the
relations ~~1 X~2 = £i.= ((E'+£Z)'~i)Z = 0 (i = ',Z; <ll+<lZ
= 3), while f in a l l y A -l A[Al' AZ] is .t he embedding, and
A[A"AZ ,£,,£Z] .s A[Xl'):Z '£l'£Z] is the quotient map.
We need to show V V. So fix t1,tZ e:: T(X) (A) as above,
and let
S = VA[~,~] (A,t,+AztZ,~,tl+~ZtZ)'
where A[~,i;!] = AeJ,(Z) eJ,(Z) = A[Al,AZ'~"~Z]' and the
occurences of ti in (5) stand for X(A + A[~ ,i;!]) (ti). (Below,
we will continue suppressing such embeddings and just write
ti). Similarly, we define
(7)
CJ)
So Sand S are elements of X(A8J1(Z) 8J1(Z) ~Jl ~Jl)
X(A[~,i;!,£,,£Z])' By symmetry of V we have
X (A s T e T) (S) S (8)
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where T denotes the twist-map of Z,'(viii) resp. Z.'(iii),
i v e , (A~h~h)(A-) = ll-, (A~T~h)(8,) = £Z (A~T~T)(ll-)=A-,
1 1 ' 1 1
(A@T@T)(£z) = £,. And by homogeneity of V for each of the
two R-module structures we have
X(m,) (S) (9)
(10)
where A[~'l.!,£,,£z,aJ = A3J,(Z) ~J, ~J, @J" i.e. a
Z
= 0,
and the mi,mi are the A-algebra maps given by the two multi-
plications in the i-th argument, i.e. m,(A-) = aA-, m-(£,) =
. III
£" mi(lli) = lli = m,(lli),m'(£Z)=m,(£z) = EZ,mP-i)=AiJ m,(£,) =
a£,; mZ(Ai) = Ai = mZ(Ai), mZ(£,) = £, = mZ(£,), mZ(lli) =
alli, mZ(£Z) = £Z' mZ(lli) = lli' mZ(£Z) = a£Z"
There are corresponding equations (8), (9) , (fO) for S.
By the equalizer Z,'(vii), or rather, Z.'(vii) tensored witl1
itself, we conclude that there is a unique
T e: X(A~J,(Z) ~J,(Z)) = X(A[~,I!]) with
X(A3m~m)(T) = S (1')
with m as in 2,'(vii), i.e. A~m@m:A[Ll!] -4 A[~,I!,E"£2] is
given by A-~ £,'A_, ll- ~ £2·1l-. But then by (8) above and
111 1
2.1(viii), there is a unique U e:: X(A@J2(2)) with
X(A s s)(U) = T, ( '2)
where s is as in 2.' (viii). And analogously, there are unique
T and U satisfying ('-'): X(A@m@m)(r) = Sand (f2):
X(A@s)(U) = T.
We now prove S = S, using U and U. By the diagrams
Z.l(iv) and (v) and microlinearity of X, it sufficies to
show that
X(u) (S) ('3)
where Y (Y"YZ)' 8 = (8,,82) are indeterminates given by
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Z Ct1 Ct Zthe relations 8i = a = Y1 -Y 2 ((81+8Z)Yi) for i = ,,Z;
Ct1+CtZ= 3, while u is the A[~,g]-algebra map given by u(Ei)
= (8,+8Z)-Yi' But by spelling out (6) and the definition of
S, we have
X(u) (5) XCv) (S) ('4)
where A[0,~,E"EZ] ~ A[0,~,r,~J is the A-algebra map given
by v(Ai) = y,Ai+YZ~i' v(~i) = y,Ai+Y2~i' v(Ei) Ei, And
by definition of T and U,
XCv) (S) = X(w) (U) (' 5)
where w:A[y1,yZ] ~ A[0'~'Y'@] is given by w(Yi)
(8,+8z)(y,Ai+YZ~i), with A[y"yZ] = A@JZ(Z) as before,
Writing w for the composite
w1(Yi) = Ai+~i' wZ(Ai) = (8,+8Z)Y1Ai' wZ(~i)= (81+8Z)yZ~i'
we find that
X(w) (U) X(wz)X(w,) (U)
X(wZ)(T)
X(u) (S) ,
the last identity by definition of T, cf, ("), and the fact
that uo(A@m@rn) = wz. This proves S = S.
To conclude the proof, define maps
F, F :A Z 9 A Z ...X (A 9 J 1 9 J 1)
by F(~@~) = VA(altl+aZtz,blt,+bztZ)' F(~@~)
VA (a1t1+aZtZ'b 1t1+bZtZ)· Wr iteA 9 J Z(Z) 9 JZ (Z) 9 J 1 Q.J 1
A[0,l;!,E1,EZ] as before, and A@J1 @J1 @J1 @J, =
A[£1'£Z,E1,EZ] and define
ha 12A[0,l;!,E1,EZ] '. A[£1'£Z,E1,EZ]
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by ha bPi) = £l·a., ha b(u.) = EZ·b .. Moreover, let-'-. 1 _,_ 1 1
A[E:1,E:2J ,l. A[E:i,E:Z,E:1,E:Z]be the map j = Aem0m, i.e.
j(E:i) = E:i·Ei. By microlinearity of X and the limit Z.l(iv)
of Weil algebras, X(j) is a 1-1 function, and by bilinear-
ity of VA resp. VA we have X(h~,Q)(S) = X(j)(F(~3~)), resp.
X(hg,g)(S) = X(j)(F(~3~)). Hence since S Sand Xlj) is
1-1, F(~3~) = F(~e~). Putting ~ = (1,0), ~ = (0,1), we
conclude that VA(t1,tZ) = VA(t1,t2).
This completes the proof of Theorem Z.4.
2.5 Application to schemes. Let A be the category of A-alge-
bras (or rather, to avoid size problems, an appropriate small
subcategory of "models"). As discussed extensively in e.g.
Demazure (1970), Demazure & Gabriel (1970), a scheme X over
k can be considered as an A-functor s(X), s(X)(A) =
Homk(fOX,A), and this provides a full and faithful embed-
ding of the category of schemes into the category of A-func-
tors. It is easy to see that seX) is microlinear for every
scheme X. Moreover, s preserves tangent bundles and other
prolongations (d. 1.3(c),(d)). More precisely, s(TX) sx T(sX),
where on the right-hand side T(sX) is the A-functor defined
in 1.3(c), and on the left-hand side X is the tangent bun-
dle constructed as a scheme over X in the usual way, from
the sheaf n1X/k of OX-modules on X. Similarly, one can de-
fine the scheme T2(X), e.g. as the fibered product of
schemes as at the end of 2.3 above, so that s(Tz(X)) '" TZ(sX),
etc. etc. In this way, we obtain the following result as a
special case of theorem 2.4.
COROLLARY. (Ambrose-Palais-Singer theorem for schemes)
Let X be a ~eheme ove~ k. The~e i~ a 1-1 eo~~e~pondenee be-
tween ~ifmmet~ic. a66ine eonneeUon~ T(X) X T(X) Y T(TX) on X
and ~PMif~ T(X) ~ T2(X) on X (Oll a.ue.~native.ty, T(X) ~ T(TX),
c.6. 2.3(c)).
Note, however, that theorem 2.3 gives much more for
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the case where A is the category of all k-algebras. For ex-
ample, one obtains an Ambrose-Palais-Singer theorem fOT
"schemes" yX of morphisms from one scheme X to another Y
(cf. 1.6(b)). Moreover, a completely analogous argument as
the proof of 2.4 will give a result like the corollary just
stated, for schemes over a fixed base scheme S. (Classical-
ly, one constructs the'tangent bundle of X + S from n1x/S'
As A-functors, this corresponds to taking the vertical
tangent bundle, i.e. the fibered product
---7) TX
0, I---=--~TS
One can now copy the proof of
'V(X) ~ T(X) + T(TX), etc. by TS(X),
etc. throughout).
We will not elaborate these "algebraic" instances of
2.4 further, but turn instead to the context of differen-
tial geometry.
2.4, replacing reX),
'VTS(X) X TS(X) + TSTS(X),
,
§3. Applications to differential geometry.
In this section, we will describe a category A of al-
gebras appropriate for differential geometry, and show how
the classical result of Ambrose, Palais, Singer (1960) is a
special case of theorem 2.4. We will also explicity formu-
late some more general versions of theorem 2.4 in this con-
text.
3.1 COO-rings and COO-functors. We consider R-algebras of the
form Coo(Rn)/I, where Coo(Rn) is the ring of COO-functions on
Rn, and I is an ideal. A Coo-homomorphism Coo(Rn)/I1coo(Rm)/J
of two such rings is an R-algebra homomorphism induced by a
smooth function Rm 1Rn via composition. In other words, a
Coo-homomorphism Coo(Rn)/I + Coo(Rm)/J is just an equivalence
class of Coo-functions Rm i Rn with the property that
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f ~ I ~fo$ ~ J, two such functions $ and ~ being equivalent
if for each i = 1,... ,n, TIiO~ = TIiO~ mod J. Let COObe the
category whose objects are R-algebras (isomorphic to ones)
of the form COO(Rn)/I ("Coo-rings"), and whose morphisms are
the Coo-homomorphisms. For A,B ~ Coo,HomCoo(A,B) is the set
00 00of C -homomorphisms A + B. A C -functor is a functor
00 • 00C + Sets (an A-functor where A = C ). As in section 1,
Coo(X,Y) denotes the set of morphisms from a Coo-functor X to
another one Y.
Axiom (Al) is satisfied for COO-rings. Coproducts of
COO-rings are given by
COO(Rn)II ~C (Rm)/J " COO(D(n><Rm)/(I ,J) .
00
( 1 )
Notice that the underlying set functor R of 1.2 is repre-
sentable: R" Coo(R). ClearlyR[x1, ... ,xn]II" Coo(Rn)1I when
I ~ mP+1 for some p > 0, so COO contains all the Weil alge-
bras, in fact as a full subcategory. Moreover, (1) and a
simple Taylor series argument gives A 2 W " A~ W for any
COO-ring A and Weil algebra W. So axiom (A2) is satisfied.
(A3) is easily verified directly.
3.2 Hanifolds and p~olongations. Let M be a (paracompact)
Coo-manifold. The ring Coo(M) of COO-functions on M is an ob-
ject of Coo, since
where M C--.+- Rn is Iden t i f i ed with a closed subspace of n"
o(Whitney embedding theorem), and mM is the ideal 'of func-
tions which vanish on M. So M gives rise to a COO-functor
(2)
Note that sCM) is a microlinear Bpace, by 1.6(d).
Regarding C~-manifolds as Coo-functors does not change
the class of morphisms: if M and N are manifolds, then a
morphism sCM) + seN) of COO-functors corresponds (by the for-
mula A(A,B) " HomA(B,A) of 1.1) to a Coo-homomorphism
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COO(N) ~ COO(M), which corresponds in turn to a smooth map
N ~ M,
COO(sM,sN) '"HomCoo(Coo(N),COO(M)) e COO(M,N). (3)
So s is a full embedding of the category of manifolds into
the category of Coo-functors.
Fibered products of manifolds need not exist. But if
N1 1 M! NZ are smooth maps of manifolds which are trans-
versal (i.e. (f,g) '"11Ms MxM) then N1 A NZ is again a mani-
fold (e.g. Golubi tsky & Guillemin (1973), p. 9). and it is
easy to see that in this case s(N1 MNZ) '"s(N1) (M)s(NZL
i.e. s preserves transversal fibered products (see e.g. Kock
(1981)).
The embedding s preserves tangent spaces,
s(TM) '"T(sM) (4)
where TM is the usual tangent bundle of M and T(sM) is the
tangent space as constructed in 1.3(c). And more generally
for any Weil algebra W
, (5)
where s(M)W '"s(WM) is the function space as in 1.3(d) and
WM is the prolongation of M by W (see Weil (1953), for the
case of jet-bundles, this is due to Ehresmann). The isomor-
phisms (4) and (5) follow immediately from the definitions.
Moreover, it is not difficult to check that s maps the usu-
al vector bundle structure on TM ~ M to the vector bundle
structure defined in 1.7 (c) (note that s(lR) R).
3.3 Connections and sprays on manifolds. Recall that, clas-
sically, an affine connection 11on a manifold M is a smooth
map T(M) A T(M) Y T(T(M)) which is linear with respecto to
both vector bundle structures over T(M). Since s preserves
transversal fibered products and tangent bundles and s is
full and faithful (3.2), it is clear that such an affine
connection on M is the same as an affine connection on sCM)
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sCM) as a COO-functor in the sense of 2.2.
A spray on M is usually defined either as a homogene-
ous section T(M) ~ TZ(M) of the projection TZ(M) + T(M),
TZ(M) being the manifold of second-order tangent vectors (i.
e. the jet-bundle J2(R,M) in the notation of Golubitsky &o
Guillemin (1973)), or alternatively as a section
T(M) ~ T(T(M)) of T(TM) T(nM)) T(M) which is symmetric
(Eoo 0 where T(TM) & T(TM) is the twist-map) and homoge-
neous. These two definitions are equivalent, and clearly
come down to the same thing as a spray on sCM) as defined
in the general context of A-functors in 2.3. By the embed-
ding s, we thus obtain as a special instance of theorem 2.4
the known case for differentiable manifolds:
COROLLARY. (cf. Ambrose, Palais, Singer (1960)). Let M
be a mani6old. The~e i~ a natu~al bijeetion between ~ymme-
t~-i..e(Olt tolt~-i..on-6ltee)a66ine eonneet-i..on~ TMMTM Y TTM on M
and ~pltay~ TM ~ TZM.
Let us immediately note that theorem Z.4 gives much
more for the case of COO-functors. For example, since inverse
limits of manifolds are still microlinear spaces when regard-
ed as COO-functors, the corollary just stated applies equally
well to manifoZds with singuZarities.
We will now formulate an other instance of theorem 2.4
in the context of differential topology, for spaces of
smooth functions. However, it is convenient to work with a
proper subcategory of the category COOof COO-rings described
in 3.1 above, and we first turn to the description of this
subcategory, called~.
00 •3.~ The category W of C -rings. ~ 1S the full subcategory
of COOwhose objects are the COO-rings (isomorphic to ones) of
the form
CClD(M)@ W
00
( 1)
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where M is a (paracompact) manifold and W is a Weil algebra.
We remark that if W = Coo(Rk)1I (with xa E:: I for every multi-
index a = (al, ... ,ak) with lal ~ p+l say), the coproduct in
(1) can also be described as
COO(M) @ CooORk)/I ~ COO(MXRk)/(I),
00
(2)
where (1) refers to the ideal generated by the compositions
MxRk :'r. Rk !R wi th f E:: I. This follows from the coproduct
_ __ 00 oon 0formula (1) 1n 3.1 by wr1t1ng C (M) = C OR )/mM and using a
simple Taylor series argument.
From the corresponding facts for the category Coo, it
is clear that W also satisfies (A1)-(A3). Moreover, the
embedding s of manifolds into l'l-functors given by
sCM) = H0"]..r(Coo(M),-
has the same properties as for the case of Coo: s is full and
faithful, preserves tangent bundles and prolongations, and
transversal fibered products; all this is just as in 3.2.
For later use, we prove here the following lemma.
LEMMA. Let W = CooORn)/I be a We~l algebha, and let X
and Y be man~60ld6. Then any mOhph~6m 06 W-6UnQtoh6
Wxs(X) ->-s(Y) ~6 Ln.du c.e.d by a smo o t.ti 6unQt~on lRnxX ->-Y. (In
oth e». «o nds , s (Y)s (X)(q) ~6 su n] ec.t.cve, whelte.q E:: H0I1Jv(Coo(Rn),
Coo(Rn)II) ~6 the quot~ent map) .
Proof. We identity Y with a closed submanifold of Re.
By 3.4(2) and 3.2, a morphism WXs(X) ->-s(Y) is represented
by a smooth function f(t,x):RnxX ->-Re. The problem is that
f does not need to map into Y, although by definition (see
3.1) f maps oxX into Y.
Let U be a tubular neighbourhood of Y, so Y c:: U c: Fe
and there is a smooth retraction U r Y. Let V = f-1(U). More-
over, fix for a > 0 a smooth diffeomorphism <pa(t):Rn->-B(o,a) =
{t e: Rn I It I < a}, which is the identity near 0, and depends
smoothly on the parameter a > O. Now let a(x):X ->- R>O be a
smooth function with ItJ < a(x) ~ (t,x) e: V, and let
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ng:lR x X -+ Y, g(t,x) = rf(tPa(x)(t),x)
We claim that 1T.of = 1T.ogmod(I) (i = 1,...,e), with
00 n 1. 1(I) ~ C OR xX), I.e. g represents the same morphism
Wxs(X) -+ s(Y) as f does (cf. 3.4(2)). Since I is finitely
generated (remember that W is a Weil algebra, so I is just
an ideal in R[x1, ...,xn]), a simple partition of unity ar-
gument shows that it sufficies to prove that
1Ti°f -1Ti°g €: (I) ~ COO(W) (i = 1,...,e) ( 1 )
where V' is an open neighbourhood of oxX in RnxX. Now take
V' such that tPa(x)(t) = t whenever (t,x) €: V'. Since
1Tior-1Ti:lR
r
-+ R vanishes on Y and f defines a morphism
w:s(X) -+ s(Y), we have by definition that 1Tirf - 1Ti€: (I) ~
C (RnxX). Hence (1) follows by definition of g and choice of
V' .
3.5 Spaces of smooth functions. (a) For manifolds X and Y,
Coo(X,Y) denotes the spaces of smooth functions from X to Y.
If Z and P are two other manifolds, a function Coo(X,Y)-+ Coo(P,Z)
is called smooth if F can be extended to a natural transfor-
mation (a morphism of W-functors) s(y)s(X) -I s(Z)s(P), i.e.
F = '[:JR. Notice that it follows from naturality of T and the
preceding lemma that if such a T exists, it is necessarily
unique.
(b) Recall that a function Coo(X,Y) ~ Coo(P,Z) is c~led
path-smooth if for every smooth RxX ~ Y, the function
RxP F(a~ Z defined by
F(a)(t,p) = F(a(t,-))(p)
is smooth. It follows from Boman's theorem (Boman (1967))
that R can be replaced by any manifold; that is to say, if
F is path-smooth and T is a manifold, then for any smooth
TxX ~ Y, F(a):Txp -+ Z is again smooth. The following propo-
sition shows that in some cases, including the important
cases of the space of functions Coo(M,R) and the space of
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paths C""([O,1] ,M) of a manifold M, smooth maps of function
spaces are the same as path-smooth maps. (For the case
C""([O,1J ,M) of paths, we remark that the proof of (ii) of
the following proposition also applies to manifolds with
boundary). Part (ii) of the proposition (observed indepen-
dently by A. Kock) is not the most general formulation pos-
sible; we conjecture that the converse of (i) holds for all
manifolds of finite type.
PROPOSITION. Let X,Y,Z, and P be mani60£d~.
(i) Eve~y ~mooth map Coo(X,Y) ~ C""(P,Z) i~ path-~mooth.
(ii) In ca~e X i~ compact o~ Y = ffid,the conve~~e 06 (i)
a£~o ho£d~.
Proof. (i) If F = 'R as in (a) above, then for
RxX ~ Y, F(a) = 'C""(R)(a) where a is considered as an ele-
ment of s(y)s(X)(C""(m.)), so (i) is clear.
(ii) We only prove the case where X is compact; the
case Y = Rd is similar, but much easier. So suppose we are given
a path-smooth function C""(X,Y)1 C""(P,Z). We will define a
morphism ,:s(y)s(X) ~ s(Z)s(P) of ~-functors with 'R = F.
Let C""(M)~W be an object of IV, with W = C""(Rn)/I say, and
let f E s(y)s(X) (C""(M)~W), i.e. f is a morphism
Wxs(M)xs(X) ~ s(Y) of W-functors. By the lemma in 3.4, we
may assume f is represented by a C""-function
f(t,m,x):ffinxMxX~ Y. Let 'C""(M)0w(f):wxs(M)Xs(P) ~ s(Z) be
represented by the function F(fCt,m,-))(p):RnxMxP ~ Z.
We claim that 'C""(M)ew is well-defined. Indeed, sup-
pose f and g:RnxMxX ~ Y S Re represent the same W-morphism,
00 ni.e. fi(t,m,x)-gi(t,m,x) e:(I) sC (R xMxX) for all i = 1,
... ,e. Write
k·1
La=1
i iA (t ,m ,x)¢ (t)a a ( 1 )
with $i E I, and definea
n k1 ke eA:R xMxXxR x ...xR ~ JR
k·
1 e_ + li iAi(t,m,x,s ,...,s) - gi(t,m,x) a~1 Aa(t,m,x)sa (i= 1,...,el
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(where si (i i ))s" ...,sk.. Then A(t,m,x,o, ... ,o) E:: Y, so by
+ .compactness of X we flnd for each m E:: M a neIghbourhoodo
Umo and an E > 0 with
A(t,m,x,s1, ... ,se) E:: U
whenever m E:: Umo and I t I, I si I < E, where U is a tubular
neighbourhood of Y as in 3.4, with retraction r.
Fix m E:: M, and suppose Z is a closed submanifold of
d 0R . Then for j = 1,...,d we can write for m = Umo and It I ,
lsi I < E:
(
, e
F rA(t,m,-,s ,...,S )) (p).
J
F(rA(t ,m, - ,0, ... ,0))(p)j
+ \ i 1 e jLB. (m, Y,s ,...,s )(p)s
a,i nj a
(2)
by the fact that F is path-smooth. So if 0 > 0 is so small
that ItI < 0 ~.I<pi(t)1 = 1(<P~(t),...,<pt.(t))1 < E then
1· 1substituting <p (t) for SI in (2) gives
F(f(t,m,-))(p).-F(g(t,m,-))(p).E:: (I) c C""(B(O,o)xIL.xP)
J J ona (3 )
Since this holds for each mo E:: M and I is a finitely gener-
ated ideal with ° as only zero, a simple partition of unity
argument gives
F(f(t,m,-))(p).-F(g(t,m,-))(p).E:: (I) c CootR~MxP),
J J
(4 )
showing that TC""(M)Ow(f) is well-defined. (This argument is
similar to the proof of theorem 8 in Bruno (1985)).
Once we know that T is well-defined, it is easily
checked that T is a natural transformation, and we leave
this to the reader.
(c) REMARK. Using Boman's theorem, it follows from
(i) of the ab~ve proposition that a function C""(X,Y)~ C""(P,Z)
is smooth iff it induces in a natural way path-smooth func-
tions WF:C""(X,Wy) + C""(P,WZ) for each Weil algebra W ( Wy
denotes the prolongation, cf. 3.2).
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3.6 Connections and sprays on spaces of smooth functions.
Let M and N be manifolds. An affine connection on Coo(M,N)is
a smooth map
which commutes with the two projections into Coo(M,TN) (i.e.
fT(TTM)oV(f) = TTZof, TTTMoV(f) = TT1of, for M ->- TN~TN), and is
linear for both vector space structures on the fibres.
Similar, a spray on C~(M,N) is a smooth section
Coo(M,TN) ~ Coo(M,TZN) of the map Coo(M,TZN) ->- Coo(M,TN) induced
by the projection TZN ->- TN, and which satisfies the obvious
homogeneity condition. (Alternatively, a spray can be defined
00 n 00 2as a map C (M,TN) -+ C (M,T N), cf. Z.3).
As a special case of theorem Z.3 we obtain
COROLLARY. Let M and N be man~6otd~. The4e ~~ a natu~at
b~jec.t~on between "ymmet4~c. c.onne.c.t.ton~Coo(M,TNNTN)~ Coo(M,TZN)
on Coo(M,N) and ~p~ay~ Coo(M,TN) ~ Coo(M,TZN) on Coo(M,N).
3.7 REMARK. The corollary above is really more general
than the classical theorem of Ambrose, Palais, Singer (1960)
(cf. 3.3 above), since not every (symmetric) connection on
Coo(M,N) comes from one on N by composition. To take a simple
example, let M = m = N and define a symmetric connection V
on coo(l"{,m)as follows. Let f E: Coo(l"{,lR)and X,Y E:: Tf(Coo(R,R)).
We can write X(t) = (f(t) ,g(t)), Yet) = (f(t) ,h(t)), and let
\7f(X,Y)(t) = (f(t),g(t),h(t),g(t)·h(t)·f'(t)). Then Vf(X,Y)(t)
depends not only on f(t) but also on f' (t), and hence \7f
cannot come from a connection on R.
Ackowledgements and further references. In Kock's note Kock
'"(1983), written in response to Bunge & Sawyer (1983) the
("') note added in proof: after hearing from our results, M. Bunge inform-
ed us that the treatment of Bunge-Sawyer can be generalized, Their
new version is almost as general as ours.
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author gives a categorical proof of the 1-1 correspondence
between symmetric connections and sprays for the case of
(essentially) smooth manifolds of finite dimension (see al-
so Kock-Lavendhomme (1984)). All we did was to show that this
correspondence extends to arbitrary microlinear spaces
(otherwise known as infinitesimally linear objects, cf. Ber-
geron (1980)), so as to include e.g. the case of function
spaces, manifolds with singularities, and algebraic schemes.
We wish to point out here that there are essentially two
ways of presenting the proof of theorem 2.4, and we en-
courage the reader to compare these approaches. One way is
in the spirit of SGA3 and Demazure & Gabriel (1971), as we
have chosen here. The other is to use "functorial semantics"
(Lawvere (1963)), or equivalently, give a presentation in
the context of "synthetic differential geometry" (Kock (1983)
and Kock-Lavendhome (1984) are written in this spirit, and
a synthetic proof of the general case will appear in our
forthcoming monograph Moerdijk & Reyes (198?)).
During the preparation of this paper, the first author
was supported by the Minist~re de L'Education du Gouverne-
ment du Quebec, through its sponsoring of the Centre Inter-
universitaire en Etudes Categoriques. The second author en-
joyed support from the same Minist~re, and from the National
Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
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